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Yash Nics squinted his eyes: “Wish
you young master ?” After Tyrannosaurus betrayed the young master,
he no longer had any
scruples. The eldest master, Zhu Jiuling.”
“Chen Jiu, like me, is a disciple of the Zhu family. But Chen Jiu’s status is
higher than me,
and he is still the spokesperson of the Zhu family in Mannity.”
“Mr. Chen, you killed Chen Jiu and moved. For the benefit of the family,
I’m here to make a
special trip to settle the account with you.”
Yash Nics’s mouth raised slightly, with a smile: “Afterwards?”
Tyrannosaurus said: “Yes, he said he wants to play with you, and he
wants to take you. I
‘m playing to death, and say…” Yash Nics frowned: “What else?”
Tyrannosaurus said , “He is known as the prodigal son, and he likes to
hook up with different
beauties. He said that he fell in love with Miss Song Pingting and wanted
to force Song The
young lady took the initiative to climb onto his bed and take the joy
under him!”
Yash Nics’s eyes were sharp as a knife, and her voice was deadly:
“Looking for death!”
Yash Nics couldn’t help but worry about Song Pingting. He took out his
mobile phone. I
dialed Song Pingting’s number, but no one answered.
His face changed abruptly, and he immediately called his mother-in-law.
After the call was connected, Ma Xiaoli whispered to Yash Nics: “Xiaoting
forbids me to tell
you that she went to Song’s house to ask her uncle’s family to borrow
money after you went
out.”
Yash Nics hung up the phone and said to Dong Tianbao: ” Go to the
Song’s house now!”

…



Song Pingting drove to the Song’s house bitterly, and she was mentally
prepared to eat the
door behind her.
Unexpectedly, Uncle Song Zhongxiong and the others seemed to have
known that she
would come.
Instead of giving her a closed door, she welcomed her into the mansion
very politely.
When she came to the living room, Song Pingting found that only her
uncle Song
Zhongxiong and third uncle Song Zhongping were there, but she did not
see her grandfather.
She didn’t go around with Song Zhongxiong and the others, but directly
explained her
intentions.
She came here just because she wanted to borrow money from the Song
family.
Song Zhongxiong smiling, he said: “Yeah Xiaoting, a sum not write two
words Song had to
catch you out of the family, is the meaning of Father within my heart,
still think of you as a
niece…”
“As you say borrow Money, it’s not a big deal.”
“But when you open your mouth, it costs 200 million. Our Song family
has suffered a serious
loss recently, but we really can’t come up with such a large sum of
money.”
Song Pingting responded to the uncle’s answer. A certain amount of
psychological
preparation.
The uncle did not ridicule her as usual, she already thought it was very
polite.
She smiled far-fetched and said: “I also know that borrowing such a large
sum of money is
presumptuous. I came here at a desperate opportunity. Since you have
no money, uncle, I
can’t do anything. Thanks for the hospitality, I will leave first. ”
Song Zhongxiong has stopped Song Painting:”! wait for the next ”



Song Ping Ting puzzled and asked:”? uncle still do, ”
Song Zhongxiong smiling, he said:” we have no money to lend Song you,
but some people
have money to lend You, and as long as you speak, he will definitely
borrow it.”
Song Pingting was astonished: “Who?”
Song Zhongxiong smiled mysteriously: “That person happened to be a
guest at our Song
family mansion today, and he is now in my study room on the second
floor. If my niece If
you want to know who he is, you can go upstairs to see him by yourself.”
Song Pingting hesitated, then nodded and said, “Okay!”
After that, she was about to walk towards the stairs.
But Ge Meili by her side stopped her and said, “This distinguished guest
has a habit of not
being interrupted by mobile phone calls in the middle of the meeting,
whether it is meetings
or cooperation. You can go upstairs, and stay here if you have a mobile
phone or
something.”
Song Pingting handed the handbag with the mobile phone to Ge Meili,
and went straight
upstairs.
Two bodyguards stood at the door of Song Zhongxiong’s study.
When one of the bodyguards saw Song Pingting, he opened the door
and stretched out his
hand to ask: “Miss Song is here, please come in.”
Song Pingting frowned and walked into the study.
Then I saw on the office chair behind the desk in the study, a man with a
gloomy breath
between his eyebrows was holding a glass of red wine, looking at her
with a smile.
Song Pingting didn’t recognize this person, and asked in confusion, “May
I ask you who you
are?” The
man smiled evilly: “My name is Zhu Jiuling, one of the four courtyard
pillars in the south of
the Yangtze River, the youngest of the Zhu family.”



Song Pingting had heard of the Zhu family. , Zhu’s family in the entire
South, is considered a
wealthy, huge influence.
Unexpectedly, this person turned out to be Young Master Zhu!
Song Pingting looked at Zhu Jiuling suspiciously: “I and Zhu Dashao you
are not relatives,
why my uncle said that as long as I am willing to talk to you, you
originally intended to lend
me money?”
Zhu Jiuling looked like a hook, in Song Ping Looking up and down on
Ting’s slim figure.
He squinted and said, “Because I am in love with you!”
Song Pingting’s face changed drastically, her face sank, and she said
coldly, “Sorry, I am not
betraying my own woman for money, you have found the wrong person.
Goodbye!”
After speaking, she turned and left, but when she reached the door, she
found that the door
couldn’t be opened and was locked from the outside.
She turned pale and looked at Zhu Jiuling in horror: “You—”
Zhu Jiuling said with a smile: “I wish Jiuling the prodigal son of love, as
long as I am a
woman. Whether it is a lady or a chaste woman. I have never won.
If you can’t, you’re no exception.
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Song Pingting looked flustered when she heard the words. She ran over
a few steps,
grabbed a pen on the desktop, and pointed it at Zhu Jiuling: “I warn you
not to mess
around!”
Zhu Jiuling said with a smile : “Why, don’t you want to borrow money to
save your dad? Two
hundred million dollars, no one besides me should lend you money?”

“And your husband Yash Nics, he seems to have gone to see
Tyrannosaurus. Will be beaten
to death by Tyrannosaurus?”
Song Pingting’s eyes widened in an instant, and she asked in amazement,
“How can you



know so much, don’t you…”
Zhu Jiuling said proudly, “Yes, all of this was arranged by me. In this
situation, I made people
touch your dad, and I let Tyrannosaurus blackmail your dad with 200
million yuan.”
“Now the traffic police is responsible for your dad. I can also provide
evidence of the
relevant value of the blue and white porcelain bottle. The lawsuit, your
family will
undoubtedly lose, your family will pay for the two hundred million.”
“Of course, if you take the initiative to dedicate yourself now, I can let
the Tyrannosaurus let
you go.”
Song Pingting scolded angrily: “Despicable . I will not promise you
shameless request ”
I wish Jiuling smiling, said:” Gee, that you are going to your father
refused to help, despite
Tyrannosaurus sue your dad, your dad in jail slightly “? ”
you willing I watched your dad go to jail, but what about your husband?”
“It is estimated that he has met with Tyrannosaurus now. Believe it or
not, can they make
Tyrannosaurus crippled your husband by calling me?”
Song Pingting is anxious. Tears rolled in her eyes, and she said with a
crying voice: “You
really
do it !” Zhu Jiuling didn’t think he was disgusted, but looked at Song
Pingting in a suit and
skirt, and said with a sneer: “If you don’t want your dad to sit in prison.
Wear it, I don’t want
your husband to be beaten crippled. Throw away the things in your
hands now and take the
initiative to climb over to wait for Lao Tzu!”
His voice just fell, and suddenly he heard two miserable hums coming
from outside the
corridor.

He was furious and shouted at the bodyguard outside the door: “Didn’t I
tell you to be



absolutely quiet and not to disturb my good things? Who is making noise
outside?”
Boom!
There was a loud noise.
The door of the study was directly knocked open.
Zhu Jiuling’s two bodyguards guarding the door broke through the door
and fell heavily in
front of Zhu Jiuling.
The two vomited a mouthful of blood and fainted on the spot.
Zhu Jiuling looked at the door with shocked eyes.
Then I saw Yash Nics walking in with Dong Tianbao coldly.
When Yash Nics saw that Song Pingting was okay, her hanging heart
finally fell.
He looked at Zhu Jiuling as if looking at a corpse, and said indifferently:
“I’m afraid, I have to
disturb you!”
Song Pingting, who was on the verge of despair and almost completely
collapsed.
Seeing Yash Nics, Yash Nics screamed for an instant, and then ran over
quickly.
Throwing into Yash Nics’s arms, he hugged tightly.
Yash Nics gently stroked Song Pingting’s hair, softly comforting: “It’s
okay, I’m here!”
Yash Nics reached out and hugged Song Pingting in a princess hug,
turned and left. , And at
the same time instructed Dong Tianbao: “The dog is in estrus,
castration!”
Dong Tianbao replied loudly and powerfully: “Yes, master!”

Zhu Jiuling watched the tower-like Dong Tianbao approaching him
murderously, and he
finally showed horror. He screamed: “I am the eldest master of Zhu’s
family, one of the four
courtyards in the south of the Yangtze River, dare you…”
Yash Nics had just walked out of the study with Song Pingting in his arms,
and a terrible cry
came from behind: ” Ah-“
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Until Yash Nics disappeared, Song Zhongxiong and others recovered.



He took a group of family members and his men into the study.
But she saw Zhu Jiuling lying on the ground dying with blood in his
crotch.
what?
Yash Nics actually abolished Zhu’s lifeblood!
Song Zhongxiong’s blood pressure surged and he almost fainted with
black eyes.
It’s over, Zhu Jiuling, the chief heir of the Zhu family, one of the four
court pillars in the south
of the Yangtze River.
Yash Nics, a reckless man who didn’t know the height of the sky, was
abandoned.
Everyone in the Song family felt that the sky was falling.
This is the Zhu family’s young master. Almost all the gray businesses in
the south are
inextricably linked to the Zhu family.
With the help of the Zhu family’s fingers, it would be able to wipe out
the incompetent small
family like the Song family.

Song Zhongxiong hated Yash Nics and Song Pingting in his heart, but at
this time he could
only endure the emotional collapse, and shouted at his subordinates to
quickly send Zhu
Jiuling to the hospital for rescue.
Zhu Jiuling was sent to Mannity Hospital for a long time, but his life was
saved in the end.
However, his little gadgets were turned into slack by Dong Tianbao’s feet,
and he has no
skills to return to the sky, and he is destined to never be romantic again
in this life.
On the same day, Zhu Jiuling was transferred to the best hospital in
Tianhai Province.
…
At this time!
Tianhai Provincial City, Zhujia Manor Mansion.
The old man of Zhu’s family wished bitter meditation, wearing cloth
shoes and holding a



string of Buddhist beads bracelets, sitting on the grand master’s chair in
the hall.
He looked at the whole family of children and grandchildren, as well as
the disciples of his
servants, with a green face, and said slowly: “My most beloved grandson,
Jiuling had an
accident in Mannity.”
“The doctor told me just now that Jiu Ling can’t inherit the line like a
normal man in this life.”
“I don’t know how to describe my mood at the moment. I’m probably
very angry, barely able
to reach the side.”
“Now, who can stand .” Come out and answer me, what has Jiuling gone
through in
Mannity?”
Zhu Kuchan’s eldest son, Zhu Jiuling’s father Zhu Fenghua, stood up with
grief and anger:
“Dad, Jiuling thought that Mannity would teach Yash Nics and Dong
Tianbao. But. He just
looked at Yash Nics’s wife, Song Pingting. He wanted to force Song
Pingting to submit, but
he didn’t expect to be beaten by Yash Nics’s reckless

man .” Zhu Jiuling claims to be a prodigal son in love, and likes to hook
up with women
everywhere . Zhu Jiadu Is well aware.
Zhu Kuchan’s face was green and said: “I have said that there is a knife
on the head of the
color word many times, let him play with a woman, and now let him play
it?”
Zhu Fenghua said with a sad face and said, “Dad, Jiuling. It’s too
miserable, we can’t just
leave it alone!” Zhu
Kuchan asked, “Did the police from Mannity arrest Yash Nics?” Zhu
Fenghua shook his
head: “No, Mannity gave it to us. The argument is that Jiuling’s
establishment of a bureau
that harmed Song Pingting’s family is to blame. They persuaded us to
calm down and stop



making trouble.”
Zhu Kuchan was furious: “It makes no sense!”
Zhu’s family is a Southern giant, a disciple. All over the south, the forces
involved the three
realms of black and white business.
Now that the chief heir of the Zhu family has been annulled, China
Shipping has even
suggested that the Zhu family forget it?
Seeing the old man’s anger, Zhu Fenghua quickly added: “Dad, in fact,
China Shipping is not
partial to Yash Nics, nor is it disrespectful to our family.”
“It is said that a leader led the troops to conduct exercises in China
Shipping. China
Shipping already has two. Gang, because it was suspected of gangster
actions.”
“China Shipping is probably afraid that our Zhu’s family will seek revenge
on Yash Nics with
great fanfare. In case the chief is disturbed again, it may be our Zhu’s
family that is unlucky!”
When Zhu Kuchan heard his son’s analysis like this, his face eased
slightly.
He said coldly: “Since there is a chief of China Shipping who is leading
the troops in
exercises and training, it is not suitable to avenge with fanfare, then let
us take revenge in a
low-key manner.”

He said that, looking around the whole family of descendants, retainers
and disciples, and
said in a deep voice: “Who originally intended to accept this task, go to
Mannity to take the
first level of Yash Nics and Dong Tianbao, and avenge Jiuling?”
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soon as the words fell, there was a tall figure who stood up and said
loudly and powerfully:
“Master, give me revenge for the young man, let me take care of it.”
All Everyone’s eyes are on this person, this person is called Qiu Jiahui,
originally an orphan,
adopted by the Zhu family since childhood.



Qiu Jiahui was in Zhujiahui and worked as a mercenary abroad for three
years.
After returning, the Zhu family paid the money, and he founded the
largest security company
in China Shipping, the Brilliant Security Company.
Qiu Jiahui felt that he opened a security company in Mannity, but Zhu
Dashao was
abolished in Mannity. He has an unshirkable responsibility.
Therefore, he did not hesitate to stand up at this time and expressed his
willingness to
avenge Zhu Dashao.
Zhu Kuchan looked at Qiu Jiahui with relief and nodded: “I remember
Jiahui, you are now
operating a security company in Mannity. Your company has many good
fighters and
murderers. I will leave this to you.”
Qiu Jia Hui Shen said: “Yes, sir!”
Zhu Kuchan ordered: “Remember, everyone involved in this matter must
die, and they will die
very miserably.”
Qiu Jiahui: “Understood!”
…

Yash Nics and Song Pingting went home.
On the way, Song Pingting looked worried, but asked Yash Nics to keep
the matter of hurting
Zhu Jiuling a secret, and don’t let her parents know that they were
worried.
Back home, Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli, who was holding Song
Qingqing, greeted him
immediately.
Ask Yash Nics and Song Pingting how things are going on?
Yash Nics smiled and said: “The matter has been resolved, parents, you
don’t have to worry
anymore.”
Song Zhongbin hasn’t walked out of the shadows yet, he hurriedly asked:
“How to solve it?”
Yash Nics said indifferently: “I called the police, and the police verified
that the other party’s



group had
touched porcelain. The other party has been dealt with, and we don’t
have to lose money.”
Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli were overjoyed when they heard this, and
they repeatedly said
that they were fortunate to have Yash Nics’s good. Son-in-law, otherwise
he would be
miserable this time.
Only Song Pingting was worried and feared when the Zhu family would
retaliate.
The next day was the birthday of his mother-in-law Ma Xiaoli.
The family came to Rujia Restaurant and opened a private dining room
to celebrate Ma
Xiaoli’s birthday.
There are not many styles of wine and dishes on the table, but each one
is very delicate.
Ma Xiaoli, who wears plain clothes on weekdays, rarely wears a Chanel
dress that her
daughter bought for her today.
Ma Xiaoli is able to give birth to such a beautiful daughter of Song
Pingting, she is actually
very beautiful herself, but she wears plain and unremarkable clothes on
weekdays.

Dressing up a little tonight is so charming that Song Zhongbin was
stunned.
Ma Xiaoli was uncomfortable looking at her husband’s scorching gaze.
She took a look at
her husband in irritation, and said strangely: “Whatever you look at, it’s
an old
man and a wife , as if they have never seen it before.” Song Zhongbin
sneered and said,
“Hey, wife. You are so beautiful tonight.”
Yash Nics, Song Pingting, and even Song Qingqing couldn’t help laughing.
Song Zhongbin, who is honest and friendly, even knows to praise his
wife.
However, Ma Xiaoli was a little bit overwhelmed, her face flushed, and
she quickly turned off



the topic and said, “When did you become glib, don’t bother to talk
good things to people.”
“Yash Nics and Xiaoting gave me gifts, even Qingqing I also drew a
picture
of’Me and Grandma’ and gave it to me. Where is your gift?” Song
Zhongbin was
dumbfounded.
In the past few years, the family situation was not good and life was
tight.
He and Ma Xiaoli basically don’t celebrate birthdays, let alone send gifts
to each other.
This time Ma Xiaoli’s birthday, he really hasn’t prepared any gifts!
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Ma Xiaoli saw Song Zhongbin’s appearance, she knew that her husband
had not prepared
any gifts for her, and her eyes could not help but reveal a touch of
disappointment.
In fact, Ma Xiaoli didn’t want her husband to give a formal gift, she just
hadn’t received a gift
from her lover for too long.
Even if Song Zhongbin gave her a cheap perfume or an ordinary dress,
she would be very
happy.

Unfortunately, there is nothing!
Although Song Zhongbin is honest, he is not a fool. How can he not see
his wife’s
disappointment at this time?
He felt regretful in his heart, wishing he could conjure a gift to give to his
wife.
At this moment, Yash Nics, who was sitting next to him, followed the
cover of the table and
lowered a gift box towards him under the table.
Song Zhongbin was startled at first, then ecstatic.
The son-in-law is still interested, knowing that he is careless, and helping
him prepare the
gifts.
Song Zhongbin glanced at Yash Nics gratefully, and secretly took the gift
box from under the



table.
Then he smiled and said to Ma Xiaoli: “Hey, my wife, here is the gift I
prepared for you. If you
don’t tell me, I almost forgot.”
Ma Xiaoli’s eyes lit up, and he said excitedly, “What gift.”
Song Zhongbin didn’t know. , So she handed the gift box to Ma Xiaoli
pretending to be
mysterious: “You’ll know when you open it.”
Ma Xiaoli opened the box and found that there was a ruby necklace lying
quietly inside.
The necklace is white gold, and the ruby inlaid is estimated to be seventy
carats.
”
So beautiful !” Ma Xiaoli couldn’t help exclaiming.
She picked up the necklace, first felt that this pigeon blood ruby was
really too big.
Women know the price of jewelry very well, even if they can’t afford it,
they will know it.

This is the same as a man who cannot afford a sports car but knows the
price of many
sports cars.
Ma Xiaoli’s first thought was that such a big ruby was 70 carats, worth
over 100 million!
But her husband, who has only one thousand yuan in pocket money a
month, can’t afford
such exaggerated jewelry!
Therefore, she concluded that this jewelry, platinum necklace should be
real. As for this Big
Mac ruby, it must be fake.
However, she was moved and said to Song Zhongbin: “Husband,
although I know this ruby is
made of glass, the platinum necklace should cost thousands of dollars,
right? I like it very
much, thank you.”
After that, she said. Take the initiative to kiss Song Zhongbin.
Song Zhongbin was also dumbfounded when he saw this ruby necklace,
and he was
relieved when he heard his wife say that the ruby was a fake.



After being kissed by his wife, he opened his eyes and smiled, and cast
grateful eyes at
Yash Nics next to him.
In the position of Ma Xiaoli just now, Yash Nics could not be seen
handing gifts to Song
Zhongbin at the bottom of the table.
But Song Pingting, who was next to Yash Nics, could see clearly.
Under the table, she lifted her feet toward the high heels, kicked Yash
Nics lightly, and
groaned: “Bad guy, don’t break my dad.”
Yash Nics smiled and said in a low voice, “How can I , You see how happy
parents are, how
happy they are. ”
Huh! call!
At this moment, two black giant secret service vehicles whizzed up and
stopped in front of
the Rujia restaurant.

These two vehicles are the special service vehicles of Mannity Brilliant
Security Company.
This special service vehicle looks similar to the police special service
vehicle, and it
immediately attracted the surrounding passers-by, as well as the guests
in the restaurant
lobby, all of whom cast admiring eyes.
Then, the tall Qiu Jiahui walked out of the special service vehicle with
five of his men.
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Qiu Jiahui and his five capable men are all wearing black security
uniforms similar to armed
police, with the sword badge of the Brilliant Security Company on their
sleeves.
Those who know know that they are security guards, but those who
don’t know think they
are a group of special police!
It turned out that after Qiu Jiahui rushed back to Mannity from the
provincial capital of
Tianhai, he immediately found out the current location of Yash Nics and
Song Pingting’s



family.
After he learned that Yash Nics and Song Pingting’s family were having
dinner in this Rujia
restaurant, he immediately brought five capable men to Rujia hotel with
a murderous look,
seeking revenge on Yash Nics.
His five subordinates are all brothers who followed him as mercenaries
abroad, and they are
also his core team.
Brilliant Security Company can develop into the largest security company
in China Shipping.
These brothers are strong and inseparable from him.
This time he sought Yash Nics’s revenge, and he took all the five most
powerful brothers
with him.
They all got out of the car and strode towards the lobby of Rujia
Restaurant.

Many guests in the lobby looked at them in admiration, and even a little
fat man couldn’t
help but ask his father, “Dad, what do these uncles do? It’s so
prestigious. They drive very
well. Cool.”
Dad explained, “These are special service vehicles. These should be
uncle soldiers.” The
little fat man opened his eyes and looked at Qiu Jiahui with little stars,
admiringly said:
“Uncle, you all Is it a soldier? I really admire you.”
Qiu Jiahui and the others are not actually soldiers, but they think that
they have been
mercenaries before, and now they are doing security work, and they are
considered soldiers.
He didn’t explain, he just reached out his hand and touched Little Fatty’s
head, smiled and
said, “Go on, you will definitely be able to be like your uncles in the
future.”
Little Fatty was greatly encouraged, and his little face flushed with
excitement: “Yeah!”



Qiu Jiahui took a few of his subordinates through the hall and went
straight up the stairs to
the second floor box to find Yash Nics moldy.
Soon, they came to the door of the Peony Box on the second floor.
Qiu Jiahui lifted his foot and banged the door of the box directly.
Yash Nics and Song Pingting’s family are eating happily.
Unexpectedly, the door was suddenly kicked open, and the huge
movement shocked the
Song Pingting family.
Yash Nics looked at the group of Qiu Jiahui who filed out, his face sinking,
and coldly said:
“Today is my mother-in-law’s birthday, I don’t want to get angry. No
matter who you are, give
you three seconds to roll.”
Qiu Jiahui sneered. “Oh, you hurt us, Shao Zhu, I’m here to settle
accounts with you. I’m
afraid it’s not a question of whether you want to get angry or not, but a
question of how you
endure my anger.”

His words just fell, and a figure suddenly appeared in front of him . Shan,
Yash Nics had
already arrived in front of him.
What a fast speed!
Qiu Jiahui’s pupils dilated and his face was full of horror.
Before he even had time to make any response, Yash Nics had already
raised his palm and
slapped his face fiercely.
puff!
Qiu Jiahui spouted blood mixed with a few broken teeth and flew out at
an angle.
He had been a mercenary for several years, but in front of Yash Nics, he
had no ability to
fight.
Upon seeing this, several of Qiu Jiahui’s companions were frightened
and roared Qi Qi
towards Yash Nics.
However, Yash Nics was knocked to the ground in the blink of an eye.



“Today is for my mother-in-law’s birthday. I will leave you with a dog life.
If there is any next
time, I will never take it lightly.”
Yash Nics finished speaking, picked up a few Qiu Jiahui, and dragged
them all to the stairs
Mouth, threw it down.
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lobby on the first floor of the hotel, Little Fatty’s father is carrying a bowl
of food, coaxing
Little Fatty to eat: “If you want to grow up to become a man of power
like Uncle Warrior, now
you have to Eat well.”
“Did you know, those uncle fighters are amazing. They are all powerful
martial arts, only they
beat others, no one beats them…”

Before my father’s words fell, he heard a scream and wailing, and then I
saw a few Qiu
Jiahui rolling down the stairs one by one.
Dad, Fatty, and all the diners in the hall opened their mouths, unable to
speak for a long
time.
The little fat man looked at the few Qiu Jiahui who had been beaten by
Yash Nics and had a
swollen face and were thrown down the stairs by Yash Nics. His small
face showed horror,
and he waved his hands again and again: “I’m not a fighter anymore, I’m
not a fighter…”
Qiu Jiahui just heard the words of the little fat man, he struggled, his
face was fiery.
Not only because of being injured by Yash Nics, but also because of
shame and anger.
The brothers of Qiu Jiahui were equally embarrassed and humiliated.
One by one, struggling to support each other, they asked Qiu Jiahui:
“Brother Qiu, Yash Nics
is far stronger than we thought. What should we do now?”
Qiu Jiahui looked up at the second floor and said bitterly: “First
Withdraw, go back and plan
for the long term.”



…
Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli were still uncertain, and they asked Yash
Nics, “What’s the
matter?”
Yash Nics said calmly, “There was a brother who didn’t open his eyes
before, who wanted to
bully Xiao Ting. , Was beaten by me. These
eyesless guys should be trying to give the son a head.” Song Pingting
knew that Qiu Jiahui
and the gang were here to avenge Zhu Jiuling. Fortunately, Yash Nics
resolved it. Up.
Song Zhongbin and his wife repeatedly said that the current dandy
disciples are really too
much. They also urged Yash Nics and Song Pingting to pay attention to
safety and call the
police if they have any issues.
The family was disturbed by Qiu Jiahui and the others.

Plus, I was almost eating, so I paid the bill and left.
Back home, Yash Nics walked to the balcony, called Dianchu, and asked
Dianchu to send
more people to protect his family.
Dian Chu said yes, and then suddenly said: “Report the young marshal,
do you remember
our most fierce battle at Longmen Pass in the Northern Territory?”
Yash Nics heard the words and immediately returned to the past.
The battle at Longmen Pass was the largest enemy incursion in the
northern territory in the
last thirty years, and the fiercest battle broke out.
Yash Nics also shocked the world because of that battle, established the
name of God of
War, and was promoted to marshal.
You will be successful!
In that battle, Yash Nics defeated the 500,000 attacking enemies with an
army of 100,000.
Yash Nics became a god, but the Northern Army also sacrificed eight
thousand soldiers.
That battle was Yash Nics’s glory and pain in Yash Nics’s heart.



Among them, Yash Nics’s favorite subordinate Lin Feng, led by the
Northern Army Iron and
Steel Group. Two thousand soldiers, all sacrificed heroically.
Yash Nics’s eyes became a little misty, and her voice was still firm and
steady: “Of course I
remember, you don’t tell me, I almost forgot that Lin Feng and the gang
of brothers are from
Tianhai City in the south!”
The steel group that sacrificed heroically in the past , including Lin Feng
Among them, most
of them are from Tianhai City.
Dian Chu asked cautiously: “Southerners miss their old feelings the most.
Tomorrow is the
Lunar New Year’s Day on July 15, which is also commonly known as the
Ghost Festival.
Every family here will burn paper at night to commemorate the dead
relatives.”

“Subordinates know, Lin Tuan. The commander is the most loved
subordinate of the young
commander. So I ask, shall we follow local customs tomorrow and burn
paper for the
brothers who sacrificed in the past?”
Yash Nics said in a deep voice, “Everyone knows that the Northern
Territory fought until
dawn, but they don’t know. I hang white silk in every household in the
south.”
“Tomorrow you will accompany me to Tianhai City. I want to visit the
family of Brother Lin
Feng. At the same time, I will burn paper by the Qingxiu River to pay
homage to the heroic
spirits of the brothers who sacrificed in those years.”
Dian Chu: “Yes!”
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next day, after Yash Nics greeted Song Pingting’s family, he took a
regular flight with Dong
Tianbao to the provincial city of Tianhai.
As for Dianchu and Bahuwei, as well as the two thousand northern
soldiers of the Raptors



Special Forces Regiment, they will take another military plane and arrive
at Tianhai.
When Qiu Jiahui learned that Yash Nics and Dong Tianbao had gone to
Tianhai, he was both
surprised and pleasantly surprised.
To my surprise, Yash Nics and Dong Tianbao offended the Zhu family,
and even dared to go
to Tianhai City. Didn’t you know that the base camp of Zhu’s family was
in Tianhai City?
Surprisingly, Yash Nics and Dong Tianbao left Mannity, so it was better
to deal with them.
Qiu Jiahui immediately summoned the three hundred men of the
brilliant security company,
and all followed him to Tianhai.
He wants to perform well at the door of the master’s house and avenge
the young master
Zhu.

After Yash Nics and Dong Tianbao came to Tianhai, they first visited the
families of the
sacrificed comrades as ordinary comrades in arms.
When Yash Nics and Dong Tianbao visited the families of these martyrs,
they secretly paid
attention to whether these families had any difficulties.
If there were any difficulties, he wrote them down one by one, and then
went back and
ordered Dian Chu to send someone to solve it.
In the afternoon, Yash Nics and Dong Tianbao came to Lin Feng’s house.
When Lin Feng died, Yash Nics ordered a double pension, which was two
million.
In addition, Yash Nics also privately paid out one million, a total of three
million, and sent
Dianwei to personally give the pension to Lin Feng’s parents.
But now, when Yash Nics and Dong Tianbao came to Lin’s house, they
were taken aback by
the dilapidated old house in front of them.
The original intention of the pension is to make the families of the
martyrs less financially
burdened.



But the Lin family, why is the place where they live is still so shabby?
Yash Nics frowned and brought Dong Tianbao closer.
The door of this old house was open, and fierce quarrels faintly came
from the living room.
It turned out that it was Lin Feng’s parents, Lin Shuizhu and Feng Yuee
were arguing with
their nephew Lin Qiang.
Lin Shuizhu and his wife had only one son like Lin Feng. After Lin Feng
died, they broke off.
The couple felt that no one would send it off after a hundred years,
which is also an
extremely sad thing.
So he considered taking Lin Qiang, the nephew of the same clan, as their
son.

This is a good thing, but it’s a pity that Lin Qiang is so lazy, idle, and
gambling.
In the past two years, Lin Qiang has lost millions one after another. Every
time he loses
money, he comes to ask Lin Shuizhu and his wife for money.
Poor Lin Feng’s pension was all lost by Lin Qiang.
However, Lin Qiang didn’t stop there. Recently, he owed another
300,000 gambling debts. In
desperation, he came to ask Lin Shuizhu and his wife for money.
Feng Yuee’s grief came from it,
and she cried: ” What kind of evil our family made!” Lin Qiang said with a
curled lips : “Mom,
it’s useless to cry. I bet I don’t want to win more to provide you with old
age, my luck is not
good. What is the solution, you can give me money and I will pay off the
debt.”
Lin Shuizhu said angrily: “We are really blind, so we will recruit you as a
stepson. We have no
money anymore. Get out of here!”
Lin Qiang frowned and said, “Dad, The stepson is also your son.”
Lin Shuizhu said bitterly: “How much money you lost in the gambling,
our family’s money is
all let you lose,



hurry up , and there is no money.” Lin Qiang anxiously said, “I have a
gambling debt. , I owe
Brother Dafei. If I don’t pay the money in time, they will kill me.”
Lin Shuizhu: “That’s your fault.”
Lin Qiang was frightened and furious: “Mom and dad, if I have any
shortcomings. You guys.
After you die, no one will give you the end, and you will be the graves of
the dead!”
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Yash Nics and Dong Tianbao outside the door, when they heard this,
their eyes were angry.

Lin Shuizhu and his wife were both furious. He said loudly, “You don’t
need to worry about it,
and there is no money in the family. Feng’er’s pension has already been
lost to you, so how
can we still have money for you to gamble? Debt?”
Lin Qiang cried, “Isn’t there still this ancestral house? Didn’t Big Fei say
that this piece of
land will be developed before?”
“The demolition is estimated to be one or two million, or let’s pay the
ancestral house to the
university. Brother Fei is fine. Not only can they pay off their gambling
debts, but they can
also get a sum of money.” When
Lin Shuizhu and his wife heard Lin Qiang’s words, they trembled with
anger: “You bastard,
you have such an idea. Are you still a human being?
“I am your stepson, ” Lin Qiang said eloquently, “I am your stepson.
Anyway, you are dead,
and this house will belong to me sooner or later. What’s wrong with me
selling it now…”
Lin Qiang stopped before he finished speaking, because of him. I saw
two strange men
coming in.
Of these two men, one is tall and tall, with eyes like stars; the other is
burly, with spouting
muscles.
It is Yash Nics and Dong Tianbao!



Lin Qiang frowned when he saw Yash Nics two, and asked in a bad tone,
“Who are you?”
Yash Nics said
coldly , “I am Lin Feng’s comrade-in-arms. I came here to watch Lin
Feng’s family.” Lin
Shuizhu and Feng Yue’e listened. Saying that Yash Nics and Dong
Tianbao are Lin Feng’s
friends, they quickly wiped away the tears from the corners of their eyes,
greeted them, and
said enthusiastically: “It turns out that they are A Feng’s comrades in
arms, please come in
and sit down.”
Lin Shuizhu said embarrassedly, “There is nothing to entertain at home.
Everyone, I’m so
sorry.”

Yash Nics said with a smile: “Auntie, my name is Yash Nics, and his name
is Dong Tianbao.
We are brothers with Lin Feng, our own family, don’t treat us as
outsiders.”
Lin Qiang saw that Lin Shuizhu and his wife left him and greeted Yash
Nics and Dong
Tianbao enthusiastically. He was displeased and shouted: “Parents, leave
them alone as
poor soldiers. Let’s continue to discuss the mortgage of the house.” ”
Lin Shuizhu said coldly without discussing it, and then told Yash Nics that
he was going out
outside the grape shed to pick two bunches of grapes to entertain
everyone.
Feng Yue’e also went to boil water, making tea with Yash Nics and Dong
Tianbao.
Lin Qiang saw that Lin Shuizhu and his wife refused to sell the house to
repay his gambling
debts, his face was ugly, and he cursed and said, “Two old men are not
dead!”
Yash Nics, who was sitting next to him, looked at Lin Qiang’s eyes,
flashing a cold light. .
Lin Qiang saw Yash Nics look at him and stared, “What to look at?”



Yash Nics’s mouth raised slightly, and pointed to an ashtray not far away:
“You can help me
pass it over!”
Lin Qiang was shocked when he heard the words. I thought: You need to
use an ashtray for
smoking, ah, this product is quite hygienic.
Thinking like this, he picked up the ashtray on the desktop and handed it
to Yash Nics: “Here
you!”
Yash Nics took the ashtray and hit the kid’s forehead with his backhand.
With a snap, the ashtray was torn apart, and Lin Qiang’s head was
dripping with blood, and
he fell screaming.
Yash Nics stood up with a full face of anger: “Lin Feng is my brother, and
his parents are my
parents.”
“You awkward thing, what right do you have to defeat the pension
money my brother left to
his parents?”

“You actually paid it back? I want to force two old people to sell their
houses to pay you back their gambling debts!” Yash Nics picked up the
other person, and
slapped the other loudly with a crackling backhand, slapped him with a
bruised nose and
swollen mouth, and his mouth was full of blood.
Li Shuizhu, who was picking grapes outside the house, and Feng Yuee,
who was boiling
water in the kitchen, hurried to hear the movement.
When the couple saw Yash Nics yelling and scolding Lin Qiang while
slapped Lin Qiang, they
were shocked and even forgot to persuade them to stop.
Yash Nics slapped Lin Qiang a few times, and then said coldly: “I’ll give
you a chance now,
spit out what I just said wrong, and say it again. If there is one sentence
that makes me
dissatisfied, I will invalidate you.”
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Lin Qiang is a scumbag, how can he withstand Yash Nics’s murderous
aura, and where can
he stand Yash Nics’s repair?
He just cried and confessed, and repeatedly said: “I was wrong. I
shouldn’t gamble. I
shouldn’t use Feng’s pension to pay off the gambling debt. I shouldn’t
sell the house more
than my parents…”
Yash Nics said coldly: “More!”
Lin Qiang was dumbfounded, he couldn’t remember what else was
wrong.
Yash Nics slapped Lin Qiang two more backhands, knocking out a few of
Lin Qiang’s teeth,
and said indifferently: “Who did you just say that no one will send it to
the end?”
Lin Qiang said quickly, “Yes, after my parents passed away, I This son will
put on hemp and
filial piety to send off the two elders…”

Yash Nics lifted his foot, kicked it away, and said in a deep voice, “What
are you worthy of
being the son of uncle and auntie?”
“I am in sympathy with Lin Feng Brother, from now on, my uncle will be
my dad, and my aunt
will be my mother.”
“From now on, I will be filial to their two elders. Even if they are a
hundred years later, Yash
Nics will send them the end. You will get out of here!”
Lin Qiang clutched his injured chest, embarrassed Escape.
After escaping, he turned around and cursed: “You two old things, do
you really take this guy
to be filial to you?”
“He didn’t want your money yet, and knew that your ancestral house
was going to be
demolished, so he recognized you. When you’re a parent, just wait and
regret it.”
Lin Qiang finished speaking and left in a desperate manner.
Lin Shuizhu stared at Yash Nics closely, as if to prove something?
Yash Nics smiled bitterly: “Uncle, I’m not a liar.”



Lin Shuizhu suddenly became excited: “You are a young marshal, you are
a young marshal
of the North, A Feng’s chief is really you. A Feng showed me you once
before. He said that
you are the hero he admires most!”
Yash Nics did not expect Lin Shuizhu to recognize his true identity.
He shook his head and said softly: “I am not a hero. My glory belongs to
all fighters,
including those brothers who sacrificed on the battlefield.”
“What I just said is serious, Dad, Mom, Afeng is gone. !, after I am your
son, ”
Lin water column wife, choked up with emotion, a person holding a hand
Ning, choking:”!
well son, we also have a son, was a favored ”
……

another Aside!
Qiu Jiahui took three hundred of his men and arrived at the Tianhai
Provincial Airport in the
evening.
When they first arrived at the airport, many military transport planes
roared past in the sky,
which made him and the people at the airport a little surprised.
Tianhai is a provincial capital, and Tianhai Airport is also a dual-use
airport. It is normal to
encounter military transport aircraft here.
However, there are more than 20 military transport aircraft at one time,
which is a bit rare.
Qiu Jiahui watched the continuous landing military transport planes, and
even saw a large
number of special forces regiment soldiers getting off the transport
planes in an orderly
manner.
He could not help muttering: “So many soldiers, but also to see the
Raptors sleeve emblem
on their sleeves, should be affiliated with the Northern Territory Theater
Toronto Special
Corps, Army of Northern Territory appears to have somebody to-day
sea-ah!”



He As soon as he muttered, he saw an extraordinarily burly school
officer appearing in his
field of vision.
What made him even more unexpected was that the school officer, who
exuded a terrifying
aura, looked towards him intentionally or unintentionally, just looking at
him.
This burly school officer is no one else, but Yash Nics’s guard captain,
Dian Chu.


